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The Petitions for Writs of Certiorari Should be Granted

I. The Significant Issues Involved In This And Other Pending
Cases Should, For The First Time, Be Settled By This Court

Beginning with Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483

(1954), this Court has on at least 24 occasions given plenary

consideration to issues concerning the elimination of racial

discrimination in public elementary and secondary schools. See

Attachment at A.1-2. Moreover, review was recently granted in a

twenty-fifth instance. I. at A.2. The great issues involved in

this case -- which also arise in current litigation in Louisiana

and Alabama, as well as other states subject to Title VI

standards -- deserve plenary treatment for the first time. A

fair conclusion based upon the difficulty which the lower courts

have had in applying Bazemore v. Friday, 478 U.S. 385 (1986)1 is

that respondents' approach in opposing the granting of review

involves resolution of very significant issues by speculative

extrapolation from precedent, not application of rules "settled

by this Court."

II. The Petitions Focus Upon The Correct Application Of Legal
Principles To The Material Facts

The respondents contend in part that review should be denied

because petitioners seek merely a third opportunity to secure

acceptance of their views of the facts. Respondents' Opposition

at 11, 13. They write: "Review by this Court is unnecessary

1 See private plaintiffs' Petition at 24.
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since petitioners are entitled to no relief on this record

regardless of whether Bazemore is strictly applied or some more

'exacting' standard under Green is invoked (at 11) ." This

contention does not withstand scrutiny. The lower courts erred

in applying (or refusing to apply) legal principles to the

material facts, whichever of the three general approaches

advanced by the parties is deemed to be applicable.

A. The Material Facts

The respondents' approach to the facts, petitioners

respectfully submit, is to advance "the trees" to mask "the

forest." Petitioners, therefore, briefly summarize the material

facts as of the trial (set forth at greater length in their

petition at 4-11), as follows:

4 The problem of lack of parity in black citizens'

participation in the system of higher education --

which the defendant-Board identified as a consequence

of discrimination (Petit. at 3, n.4) -- persists. See

Petit. at 4-5.

4 The en banc majority stated (Avers III, A.85) :2

The district court incorrectly concluded that the
disparities among the institutions were not
reminiscent of the former demure system. Ayers
I, 674 F. Supp. at 1560. On the contrary, the
disparities are very much reminiscent of the prior
system....

2 Citations are to private petitioners' appendix.
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Thus, 70% of the black students in the system, who were

attending Historically Black Institutions (A. 137), at

which defendants policies and practices had promoted

their enrollment (see Petit. at 14 17), continued to

receive, due to state action, educations tainted by

racial discrimination.

# Less than one of each 100 white undergraduates attended

a historically black institution (see Petit. at 5) --

precisely what one would expect given the finding on

lingering disparities.

f Similarly, only one of each 33 white graduate students

attended a historically black institution. See Petit.

at 5.

* With reference to possible future progress, the en banc

court found with regard to the institutional mission

designations adopted in 1981, after discrimination had

produced institutional disparities (Ayers III, A. 83):

The record...supports the plaintiffs'
argument that the mission designations had the
effect of maintaining the more limited program
scope at the historically black universities....

* Only two black persons, in total, had been employed at

the highest administrative levels of the five white

institutions despite considerable turnover (see Petit.
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at 6-7), continuing both the exclusion of black persons

from a fair role in governance of the system and the

pernicious messages of exclusion.

4 Almost 98% of administrators were placed in accordance

with the traditional racial designations (see Petit. at

6) -- to which defendants respond by citing district

court findings of neutrality in policies and procedures

and affirmative action. Opp. at 3, 7.3

+ The five white institutions employed a total of only 60

black faculty members, a figure exceeded by each of the

three historically black institutions alone. See

Petit. at 7.

4 The white institutions and their students were the

beneficiaries of better funding, a factor explained by

a criterion shaped by discrimination. See Petit. at 9-

10.4

3 While the focus here is not intent, there is as much
chance that neutrality and affirmative action produced the facts
which petitioners cite about administrators as there was that it
just happened that Alabama legislation changed the boundaries of
Tuskegee from square to "a strongly irregular twenty-eight sided
figure" thereby "remov[ing] from the city all save four or five
of its 400 Negro voters while not removing a single white voter
or resident." See Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960).

' To be sure, some black students shared in higher
expenditures at white institutions. Opp. at 7-8. However, Dr.
Leslie, the funding expert, testified about funding for all white
versus all black students on a true average basis. Tr. 581-84.
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* The defendants utilized a racially discriminatory

testing requirement for admission from 1961 to 1977, at

minimum. See Petit. at 12-13. Judged by correct

standards, this discrimination continues to the

present. See Petit. at 44-48.

B. The Defendants Can Not Be Held To Have Fulfilled The
Remedial Obligation Elucidated In Green And Other
Decisions

The defendant Board contends that the record warrants

dismissal even if a "more 'exacting' duty to disestablish

arguably applicable under Brown and Green" applies. Opp. at 21-

24. This is not the case.

If as private petitioners contend, the classical approach

articulated in Green and other cases applies (see Petit. at 27-

41), the issue is not merely whether defendants have engaged in

some affirmative action. Opp. at 22-23.5 It is instead whether

taking account of "every facet of school operations" subject to

discrimination, "the vestiges of past discrimination ha[ve] been

"In 1986, the student gap was 1840 dollars..." with white
students favored. Tr. 584.

5 The respondents overstate the extent of their remedial
efforts. The en banc court found that "disparities among the
institutions" persist and that the mission designations freeze in
this pattern. Avers III, A.83,85. Thus, their recruitment
efforts sought to draw students and staff to schools with
"disparities" "very much reminiscent of the prior
[discriminatory) system," as well as schools racially
identifiable by reason of staff allocation. See Petit. at 19,
n.25, 20-21, n.28. The defendants' funding formula did not
include any factor based on the premise that earlier funding was
not equitable to historically black institutions and their
students. A. 171-72.
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eliminated to the extent practicable." Board of Education of

Oklahoma City v. Dowell, ___ U.S. (Jan. 15, 1991), 111 Sect.

630, 638; see also Petit. at 27-29. Manifestly, no affirmative

answer to this question is possible where (i) the current

configuration of the elements of the system explicitly found to

be subject to discrimination (A.6,29) is so racially skewed (see

supra) and (ii) there has been no remedy proceeding. The fact,

previously emphasized by private petitioners, that the district

court expressly denied respondents' motion seeking "a single

trial" addressing liability and remedy (Petit. at 1-2, n.2) is

unchallenged.6

A focus on remedy may not be discounted in advance as

insignificant. There are remedies to consider, including

detailed criteria formulated by the U.S. Department of Education,

(see Petit. at 18, n.23 and A.90-96); and proceedings could

encompass, as necessary: a requirement that the defendants

prepare and file a remedial plan,7 incorporation of proposals

from plaintiffs and their experts,8 the court's reliance on its

6 Nevertheless, respondents repeatedly argue'as if it had
been fairly decided that nothing more could be done. Compare
Opposition at 3, 6, 18, 22-23 and Petition at 48-49.

" E_._g, Brown v. Board of Education, 349 U.S. 294, 301
(1955); Dowell v. School Board of Oklahoma City Public Schools,
219 F. Supp. 427, 447-48 (W.D. Okla. 1963).

8E g, Dowell v. Board of Education of Oklahoma City, 338
F. Supp. 1256, 1273 (W.D. Okla. 1972), aff'd, 465 F. 2d 1012,
1014-15 (10th Cir.), cert. den., 409 U.S. 1041 (1972).
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own expert or master,9 and "fine tuning" or supplementation of

remedies once attempted 0 (after all, Mississippi promoted

racial discrimination for many years).

C. Application Of Bazemore To This Case Involves
Significant Legal Issues

The contention that application of Bazemore to this record

involves only factual issues (Opp. at 11) is erroneous. First.

The en banc court erred as a matter of law by concluding, that

the Mississippi defendants "ha[ve] adopted a wholly neutral

admissions system." Bazemore, supra, 478 U.S. at 408. See

Petit. at 12-18, 44-48. Second. In contrast to Bazemore where

there was "no evidence of any discrimination...in...services"

(478 U.S. at 407), the en banc court found that disparities

persisted. Avers III, A.85. Then, however, that court did not

apply the portion of Bazemore discussing services to its finding,

although it was relevant to both separation and unequal

opportunity. Finally, there is a need to delimit the parameters

of the concept of "wholly voluntary and unfettered choice of

private individuals" (Bazemore, supra, 478 U.S. at 407) -- a task

which was unnecessary in Bazemore and involves a legal judgment.

In the time period before Green limited use of free choice plans

SE.g Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education,
402 U.S. 1, 7-11, 32 (1971)

10 , Board of Education of Oklahoma City v. Dowell,
U.S. , 111 S.Ct. 630, 633 (Jan. 15, 1991) (describing
revisions to plan) ; Morgan v. Nucci, 831 F.2d 313, 331 (1st Cir.
1987)
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at the elementary and secondary levels, the Court of Appeals for

the Fifth Circuit recognized that segregation will be the product

not only of a rigid policy of separation, but also of other

factors such as staff segregation and program disparities which

promote racially-based choices, and thereby also "fetter" choice.

Similarly, one must conclude in view of objective data in the

record about staffing patterns and the en banc court's own

finding about disparities that the defendants have not fulfilled

the obligation articulated in Bazemore. Private petitioners rely

on their petition for further elaboration of this point. See

Petit. at 19, n.25; 20-21, n.28; 37. Bazemore did not hold that

superimposing choice on a "loaded game board" is permissible."

D. The En Banc Court Did Not Confront Plaintiffs'
Regulatory Claim Concerning The Board's Overall
Obligation

The respondents, like the en banc court, do not fairly

confront plaintiffs' regulatory claim concerning the Board's

overall obligation based upon 34 C.F.R. §100.3(b) (6) (i) and the

six pages of U.S. Department of Education standards (A.90-96).

Compare Ayers III, A.80-81, n.ll; Opposition at 23, n.14; and

Petition at 43. Petitioners rely upon their earlier discussion.

See Petit. at 42-43.

" Private petitioners persist in the view that Bazemore is
rot the proper starting point for defining the Board's overall
obligation. See Petit. at 31-34.
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III. The Decisions of the Courts of Appeals for the Fifth and
Sixth Circuits Are in Conflict

In Geier v. University of Tennessee, 597 F.2d 1056, 1065

(6th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 886 (1979), the court wrote:

The appellants argue that Green and similar
decisions apply only to elementary and secondary
education, not to public higher education. Green was
concerned with whether a violation which continued
after a freedom-of-choice plan was initiated required
affirmative action. We conclude that the Green
requirement of an affirmative duty applies to public
higher education as well as to education at the
elementary and secondary school levels. We agree with
the court in Norris y. State Council, supra, that 'the
state's duty is as exacting' to eliminate the vestiges
of state-imposed segregation in higher education as in
elementary and secondary school systems; it is only the
means of eliminating segregation which differ. 327 F.
Supp. at 1373.12

When it turned to the facts at hand, the court focused not only

on affirmative state conduct impeding the dismantling of the

discriminatory system (Opp. at 12), but also, repeatedly,

"inaction" as well, Geier, supra, 597 F.2d at 1067. Thus it

noted the "failure by state officials to take meaningful actions

to facilitate [TSU's) desegregation while acting with respect to

UT-N in ways which impeded the required dismantling of the dual

system." Id_ It is apparent that there is one law for

Tennessee and one law for neighboring Mississippi.

Moreover, this record reflects affirmative action impeding

12 The Sixth Circuit's footnote is omitted. The full
citation to Norris is Norris V. State Council of Higher-Education
for Virginia, 327 F. Supp. 1368 (E.D. Va.), aff'd mem., 404 U.S.
907 (1971)

3 See also _d3.. ("...actions and inactions...");
("...actions and failures to act...").
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disestablishment of Mississippi's discriminatory system.

Petitioners have noted, in part, the pattern as of 1963 and later

of minimum ACT score requirements for admission, and exceptions,

which, in view of the spread by race of test scores, has been

consistent with perpetuation of the racial status quo. See

Petit. at 14-17. The same is the case regarding the mission

designations of 1981. See page 3, supra. 14

14 In addition, following the district court decision, the
Board has begun to reintroduce at the Universities Center in
Jackson, Mississippi the type of competition for white students
between a white institution functioning at the Center and Jackson
State University, which the district court found as of 1962 to be
a "segregative [policy]" (A.20,29), and which respondents claim
to have "long ago mooted...." Opp. at 12. See Attachment A.3-4
(Hinds Community College, a Historically White Institution,
"...shall, to the extent that space is now or shall become
available in existing facilities or in facilities which might be
constructed in the future, be the primary provider of lower-
division course work at the University Center with the exception
that it is understood that an engineering program will be
developed at the University Center jointly by Jackson State
University and the University of Mississippi"). See also A.10-ll
(a committee with a majority of members not affiliated with
Jackson State University, rather than Jackson State University,
controls other institutions' offerings at the Center). Thus,
there is a direct parallel to the situation addressed in Geier.
See 597 F.2d at 1067.

Moreover, respondents' argument that the'matter is "moot" is
in error. First, the Board's belated changes did not end the
right of white institutions to offer courses at the Universities
Center. See Attachment A.8. There is a need to delimit the
relationship of all institutions at the Center, which renders a
conclusion of mootness inappropriate. See generally Powell v.
McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 495-501 (1969). Second, since the .
respondents rely on conduct after the 1975 filing of this case
(A.20), their claim that the issue became "moot" is in error.
The post-decision actions summarized above are, of course, even
more than the showing of "some cognizable danger of recurrent
violation...," which justifies injunctive relief. See United
States v. W.T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. 629, 632-633 (1953). Third,
the ability, annually, to change class schedules at the Center
warrants characterizing the issue as one "capable of repetition,
yet evading review." See Sosna v. Iowa, 419 U.S. 393, 399-402
(1975).
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Respectfully submitted,

Alvin 0. Chambliss, Jr.*:
North Mississippi Rural

Legal Services
P.O. Box 928
Oxford, MS 38655
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Lawrence Young
North Mississippi Rural

Legal Services
P.O. Box 767
Oxford, MS 38655
(601)234-8731.

Robert Pressman
Center for Law and Education
955 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 876-6611

*Counsel of Record
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M ISSISSIPPI

INSTiTUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING

February 5, 1990
ef Cet c-.o

Dr. James A. Hlefner, President
Jackson State University
1400 J. R. Lynch Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39217

Dr. Clyde Muse, President
Binds Community College
P. 0. Box 458
Rymond, Mississippi 39154

Dear Dr. Hefner and Dr. Muse:

I was pleased with the direction of our conversation and the conclusions which we
reached at lunch last week. Clearly all of us are keenly aware of the opportunity
available to us at the University Center to substantially broaden the higher education
services that we can provide to our constituencies in Jackson. Your willingness to
reach an agreement regarding an appropriate sharing of our resources demonstrates
the kind of leadership that will be critical to accomplishing our goals for the
University Center and for higher education In metropolitan Jackson. Your
cooperation is also in keeping with a tradition in the state where community colleges
and universities have shared facilities and resource for the benefit of all our students.
In the past, similar cooperative arrangement have included most of our institutions
and many of the community and junior colleges.

We understand that it Is an essential component of Jackson State University's role in
the metropolitan area to fully develop a weii-defined, upper-division, graduate and
professional curriculum at the University Center, and that this mission Is and shall
be considered to be preeminent in utilizing the space that is available there during
both daytime and evening hours.

We further understand that Hinds Community Colcge has an important rote in the
education of students in lower-divislon courses as well as vocational, technical and
associate degree programs throughout metropolitan Jackson, end that in that role It
is to the advantage of the Institutions of Higher Learning Jackson State University,
and metropolitan Jackson that Hinds Community College be a full partner in higher
education in this community. Furthermore, we agree that In keeping with this role

38251Ridewood Road ® Jackson, Minisippi 392114453 (601) 9824611

RECEIVED FE B 1 5 1990
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Dr. lefner and Dr. Muse
February S, 1990
Page 2

Ilinds Community Colege shall, to the extent that space is now or shall become
available in existing faciUlties or In facilities which might be constructed In the future,
be the primary provider of lower-dIvision course work at the University Center with
the exception that It Is understood that an engineering program will be developed at
the Uniwersity Center jointly by Jackson State University and the University of
Mississippi.

It Is further understood that there may be from time to time In extraordinary
circumstances, situations In which It is appropriate for the President of Jackson State
University to approve lower-division course work.to be offered at the University
Center. Such courses shall be offered after consultation with the President of Hinds
Community College and giving appropriate recognition of existing offerings by Hinds
Community College which might serve the same or similar purposes. Such offerings
should take place after all other possibilities, Including on-campus course offerings at
Jackson State and lower-divisions courses offered by Hinds Community College, are
exhausted. It Is Important that this flexibility be preserved for Jackson State
University, but It is not envisioned that It should provide an avenue for the
development of a lower-division oft-campus site for Jackson State University at the
University Center.

In order to facilitate our understanding, we also understand that Hinds Comnunity
College will be allocated space in the spring of each year for the following academic
year and that such allocation shall be made so as to enhance ti presence of Hinds
Community College at the University Center subject to the conditions outlined above.
It is my opinion that wIthin this understanding we can join together to make the
University Center an outstanding example of the way In which universities and
community colleges can join together to provide quality higher educationn for all of the
citizens of Jackson.

Thank you again for your understanding and cooperation, as well as your Ilsight and
vision for the future.

Sincerely

W. eere
Co lssloner

WRC:bc
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To expedite the approval process rin ti5e for the printing of
chs sche~dults at all participating insttutlons., the J$U Reviev

oa .tiae will 1ii'.tai. the follvi.& reving ehodule for eoutseg
subat ced cwo months before senester begins:

*4.11 S$ester - 3rd Xonrday in April
3ed onday in Macy

and & 3rd Honday in June
A.6
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-Spring Seeeser -3rd Monday ins October
and & 3rd MIonday in tIovesber

-Sumeer Seagster- 3rd Monday in Karch
3rd Mon1day in Aprii

The 'atve.rsit is Cen ter Di.ectcr shall Cootet the commaitee
almbr to cancel meeting s1 occasions when no academic courses

have been pubeitted for approval by participacing instiruions,

)4 ftgf$ 0? TRE .SU REKVIEW

Thel. proposed JSU Reviev Cemiistee would con sist of the follovwing
represetCv'es:

r.J rTITLEof ? ICE

Drc. Jie Strobel Director of Unifversi tie

Mad Ruti Caspbell

s. Ru'y ) endricks

Dr- Valter CrocketC

Di. Dora Washington

D-. 1 w e a9iee c w re +

Dr. Johnais NilIa* ~

Dr. iary Benjaamin*

Dr. obert ac k*

"Cec

Associate Director of
Universe ities Ccnte r

director, CencCr for
Lifelong Learning

JSUl, Uegistrar

UC $.eglstrar

Assistant t Vice Presiden.t
Acadeaic A faira

Deen, Graduate School

Dean, S aoot of a.uation

Dea~n, School of LLberal
Art.

Dean, School of Sceance
and iTe'hnology

'Or *ppiropriate athati representative.

,4.. __.

A.7
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c0ITACT PERSOH$ AT TrIU PARTIC1PATINC INS'717UT1INS

The cona.c persIns Cor the arccicatng Instctions are as
followed

3tTTr10M(/NE

H1N05 CONN UNT Y COLLE02

Dir. VJayne Stncypher

Dr.CendaLeser

Ms. Neicy Leach

!'r. Kobert CrayfcrotC

UivtasiTYr OF eUISSS&'FI

Dr.Charlie Clark

De. - riste John*

Mr . fete Walley

UN:ESIT Or SOUTHEAN MS

Ms Svste Mughes
8.- Mary Aan I'ureer

TITLtIPQV!O N4.

(952-6321)

Acdealc Dean

Acadeait Counselor

(982-6767)

Sranch Program Assistant
Engineering&/Graduate
Progras

School ol Architectur

(982-6682)

Conete ain g Edcartion
Director

Asociatt Director
fatalatal Program/StafH

Attoat y
Engineering Graduate

(982-62 10)

Ass istant Directso
Oc6rdi na tc8 r

A.8
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yg V p PgoCgtEUS AMD AptPOYAL/DISAPt vLL 09p 5S

The JSU view Coesitte shall:

i. feet no more than tvtce a o th to review
course vqwestca from participating
I ns tit4ioas.

. ?ta a detarmination of pprova of
disapproval, and the yC Director will
correspond with the Institt ion orgiatiag
ithe request vihta acre week after the
usaadard eeeting of tthe coaaittae. The
deCeraination would be based on =he tolloving
circeustantes.

whether the proposed courses by
e*o.bitting"; exis couse oIterLuga
and/or programs offered at the UC
through Jacks*o Stace Uiversity-based
on the *50-aLle radius$ Policy.

- whether In ds Comautx y Colle 5e's
proposed course offerings cons'ist of
courses froa a to-year program
(Freshman mad Sophonore) and whether
chese course$ are of feared during the
day vreg ia the evenings, or are
Iu4 plitionJ of J oft tings. (These
guidelingesw ill not deviate froe those
out lined in the lectar dated Deeeber ,
i t, 1984 (Parasgrap , L) te nr. P:yde
Mtuse Iofr the Executive Director 0 the
boatd of rustees of State Institutions
of Hiher Aerr.±n. See letter
attachedd.

T'e corresandernce from te atreecor of the UnitversItew Center
shall be a "foeai written response" to the directors of tbe
participating g tnituttoa ' program at the Onlversittes Center
(copi+e to tht Dean or Directgoi of the program on the
ititIuons tin ceapus). AAn appoval/Disapproval for* would
be sua itted stating course numober/nawe as 'ieil as necessary
contents in a cover letter.

A.9
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Should al courses met approval by the Univetsties Centar

Review Comrittae, the fo1loving action would take place,

1. A approval rseponse shall be sent to the
partielpting inscitutica as discussed
above.

2. Course(s) will *e listed in the upcoming
Universities tenter Class Schedule.

iRovever, LI the course is disapproved, the review process vould
move to a tighar level of coesideration.

a Ud3T?~t aX lI C

Should a psticipating irtitutior vih to challenge a
"DiaapprovaL Fui1ng ase ry n J U Keview cComtte, tfle
institution has tha option to request a hearing throvb a
Universitis Contet atxecutiLLve Rviuv dowlatL" which wou .4

con'aist of the followingt

Vice Presidect for ine4ei Affairs of
Jackeon State Uiniveral ty.

2. A propriaai Prssident froa
part tiaLPating taat i tut ion requesting
hearing.

Director or Associate Director of
Uoiveraities Ceoter.

4. UC Program birector of the partietip.ta
institution making the course request
sad/er the Deaa or breteor of the
program on the participating institution
asin ca*pns.

5. the Executive Review Cooa*ttee may invite
appropriate represenettions from affected
tnstitutions to make presentations at the
hearing. Vricten presentations may also
be requested.

A.10
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The 'Rquast for bearing" should be ede by the partepating
institutionto the Director of the Uiversities Center within

one vek (7 days) after receipt of a 'ruing" froma theI Initl
JSJ etviev Coe*t.e.

Lipov receipt of the request fr HRearing, the Universitite
Cerer .Drector's Office vould immediately *chedule (.itb1 3
4ays) * meeting o tie Executivt PGvlev Comattee, This
colattee wold eet wicht t0 days upon receipt of request.

ftter thI * ** $,s, a '?tjt nuitr.g wotJ D e mad by rhe
.ecjt ve t'sitte. and one of the following woud occur:

1. aUing of "Disapproval" vouid be sent to te
a*rttei,.e4..e L.nen s tu.n r+-. ati Li e acinai 3
equ t, signed by the UC Dlrestor. At that

poinbt1 the mactar vould be M®Hg eif .s-

2. A T4,uLhnt of "Approvl" void be submitted in
the s aae SanneC ated n Step 1, sa the
ceoure vou1d be eluded a che Univers.itea
CentCe Class Schedul, for that School. tera.

AraOVED: l

Pr* nt Jakson 5: University

Dir c rU vet iex C DRer
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